“Euro-Alco” LLC company
is an active growing
production facility in
wine industry and possesses
production places that
provide a full process cycle
of wine production and
its bottle filling. These are:
primary winery, secondary
winery.
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Winemaking is carried out at the
facilities of the South and Central
Zones of the Republic of Moldova.
In the South Zone Cabernet, Pinot
Fran, Chardonnay and Sauvignon
grape variety are mostly processed.
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Wines are characterized by high taste
quality, fullness, velvety. Grape picking
is carried out strictly by sectors;
clusters are selected with detection of
grape technical maturity level (sugar,
acidity, pH).
BLACK SEA
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Winemaking is carried out at
the facilities of the South and
Central Zones of the Republic
of Moldova.
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In the Central Zone are processed
such grape varieties as: Isabella,
Aligote, Feteasca, Muscat, Riesling.
Made wines come into our
secondary winery for further
processing and storage.

BLACK SEA
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Wines are
transported in
special vehicles – vine
carriers, in stainless
steel containers, for
storage and thinner
processing before
bottling to the
ME “Euro-Alco” LLC
facility.
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The facility includes specialized
premises: receiving, processing and
blending of wine stock section,
finished production section and
warehouse premises, bottling
line, accredited production
laboratory, which are supplied
with modern equipment. This
permits to provide high quality
and maximum control on all
types of production.
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Receipt of

UNI EN ISO 22000:2005

Certificate

is the indicator of
compliance of our facility
to the international
level.
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In an asset of the enterprise
there is a set of the awards
received at the international
wine exhibitions and
degustation competitions,
the qualities of production
released by the company
testifying to a high expert
assessment.
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Capacity park of facility
permits to bottle a wide
range of wines, which
amounts currently to 65 of
brands.
It starts with dry wines
(Cabernet, Merlot), demi-sweet,
demi-dry wines and terminates
with potent wines of Portvein
and Cahor wines type.
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«Cabernet» the dry or semisweet wine is
produced form the vine of the CabernetSauvignon variety cultivated on the sunny
plantations of the central and south zones
of Moldova, which is the best vine variety for
the production of different kinds of wine.
The Cabernet variety was brought form France
and is growing very well in the conditions of
Moldova. The «Cabernet» wine is concurring
with the French wine «Bordeaux». It has a full
velvety taste with developing tones of morocco
and violet in the bouquet. Serve the wine to
meat prepared on grill, to cheeses and at room
temperature.
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«Merlot» - dry or semisweet wine
prepared of the vine of the same name
by means of complete fermentation.
The Moldavian wine «Merlot» is long ago
known in the whole world due to its ruby
color, full velvety taste with a pleasant
roughness and rich variety bouquet.
Thewine will adorn ay festive meal rich
in stewed and roast meat; it also matches
perfectly the solid cheeses. It would be better
to serve the wine at room temperature.
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«Isabella Moldavian» - halfsweet wine obtained by means
of blending the wine materials
of the varieties Vitis Labrusca
L – Isabella and Lidia, which
were brought from America.
The heady strawberry aroma
complements the dessert dishes with
new pleasant sensations and a
charming post-taste.
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«Bear Blood» - half-dry wine
produced by means of partial
fermentation of the must from red
wine varieties of Vitis Vinifera L.
The pleasant red color, the fresh
harmonious taste with a pleasant
roughness, these are the indexes which
characterize this noble wine, ensuring
it singularity and popularity. It is
recommended to be served to poultry
or game at + 12 ºc + 14 ºc.
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«Cahor» - desert wine of a darkgarnet color prepared according
to the traditional technology from
Cabernet and Merlot vine, as a result
of which a rich well balanced taste
and a bright bouquet with prunes
tones is obtained.
Cahor is the most popular wine in Moldova.
It is recommended to be consumed in order
to raise the hemoglobin and to remove
the radicals of heavy metals from the
organism. The wine matches perfectly the
fruits, chocolate cakes and other desserts.
Serve the wine at room temperature.
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The white half-sweet or dry «Muscat»
is prepared from selected wine of
the varieties Muscat Autumnal
and Muscat white, cultivated in
the central and south regions of
Moldova.
The whine with a straw color has a
noble taste and a delicate pleasant
post-taste. All these are complemented
by a pure mature bouquet with a
wonderful aroma characteristic for
the Muscat varieties. Serve the wine
cooled with desserts and farinaceous
foods at + 10 ºc + 12 ºc.
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The white half-sweet or dry
«Chardonnay» is prepared
from selected wine of the
varieties Chardonnay by
classical technology.
Wine is characterized by delicate
high-quality aroma. Taste:
fresh, harmonious with an easy
almond slightly bitter taste.
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Vermouth Luciano Lux
has a delicate balance
of rich, spicy, sweet,
and bitter flavors,
and is an essential
ingredient in dozens of
classic cocktails.
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Series of sparkling wines “DIAMOND“
is created of the best Muscat grape
varieties. It has harmonious and full
flavour with Muscat undertone.
It is successfully paired with light assorted
fruits and berries and vegetable salads as
well as with meat dishes (poultry, game).
Amazing, astonishing sparkling white wine
shall confer you moments of tenderness
and glory.
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Diamond fruit is a new player in the
hot and growing moscato category.
Diamond fruit is delicious frizante
moscato with some of the most
popular fruit flavors: Peach,
raspberry, banana, strawberry,
cherry, pineapple.
Drink it chilled or mix up your favorite
cocktails with it. With only 6% of alcohol
and low calories count per . Diamond
fruit lets you enjoy great time without
worrying about counting calories.
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GLINTVEIN 1,0 L
This tonic wine beverage is real panacea
for starting cold and even spleen. That is
why Glintvein is indispensable during rheumatic autumn nights.
It would be better to admire its inimitable aroma
within warm company of the best friends. Red
varieties of this divine beverage are good antiseptics having antibacterial action. They enrich
our organism with many amino acids, microelements and vitamins. The majority of spices and
especially cloves, cardamom and cinnamon have
warming properties and antibacterial effect.
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Our brand is for the
people who do not
spend exorbitant money
for drinks but have a
modern thinking and
do not want to buy
brands with traditional
or outdated image.
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T H A N K YO U !
JS “Euro-Alco” LLC
20, Bucuriei str, Chisinau
MD 2004 Republic of Moldova
Tel.: +373 22 854088
Fax: +373 22 854089
E-mail: office@euroalco.md
www.euroalco.com
www.eurobrandy.com
www.eurovodka.com
www.eurowine.md

